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Initiation into Hermetics: The Path of the True Adept
2020-11-16

in initiation into hermetics franz bardon presented a system of practices graded by degrees to accompany the adept from the simplest level to the most complex state yet both the
practices and teachings contained in his book function only as tools that only in hand of someone able to use them correctly come to their ultimate goal how many people have
practiced so dedicatedly and still practice these techniques and fall short of what they hoped to achieve how many years have you dedicated to this goal in order to carry out the great
work an unshakable determination is always necessary but if you continue to use the same techniques always you will unfortunately always get the same results how much time do you
still believe you have in this life to achieve what you set out to achieve using improved techniques in the right way and improving them always more is what will lead to the dreamed
goal and we have no time to lose among the alchemists it was said that the philosopher s stone is like a forgotten treasure in a pit and that the more one tried to catch more the gap
deepened and more roots appeared between them and their objective that is exactly what has happened and has plagued many of the dedicated students of hermetic both today and in
the past ages and the hard truth is made present because the path that can be followed does not lead to the true path because this is something that presents itself himself in his own
way and with his absolute power unquestioning authority being the strong force of all strength to teach you the means of how to arrive in this state of supreme bliss where the universe
converges to bless you is the purpose of this book magnus sarmarx

Realization Into Hermetics Initiation
2018-02-02

the realization into hermetics initiation and masters part 1 2 and 3 books is united here for preparation for the new book who is coming in initiation into hermetics franz bardon
presented a system of practices graded by degrees to accompany the adept from the simplest level to the most complex state yet both the practices and teachings contained in his
book function only as tools that only in hand of someone able to use them correctly come to their ultimate goal how many people have practiced so dedicatedly and still practice these
techniques and fall short of what they hoped to achieve how many years have you dedicated to this goal in order to carry out the great work an unshakable determination is always
necessary but if you continue to use the same techniques always you will unfortunately always get the same results how much time do you still believe you have in this life to achieve
what you set out to achieve using improved techniques in the right way and improving them always more is what will lead to the dreamed goal and we have no time to lose among the
alchemists it was said that the philosopher s stone is like a forgotten treasure in a pit and that the more one tried to catch more the gap deepened and more roots appeared between
them and their objective that is exactly what has happened and has plagued many of the dedicated students of hermetic both today and in the past ages and the hard truth is made
present because the path that can be followed does not lead to the true path because this is something that presents itself himself in his own way and with his absolute power
unquestioning authority being the strong force of all strength to teach you the means of how to arrive in this state of supreme bliss where the universe converges to bless you is the
purpose of this book the path to the great work is unique in its direction but multiple in its strands hermeticism is to follow this path by obtaining the union of all powers and balancing
them both in a passive receptive and active aggressive manner the union of the elements and their absolute control over the protection of the law of manifestation of polarity is the
realization of the scepter of the power and the full consecration of the master in this art the human being in his conscious state supports only a tiny fraction of the cosmic consciousness
thus making it impossible for him alone to touch and unite with the higher powers only with the application of the law of polarity in its deepest strand is obtained so your success both
your conscious and perceptible as well as your unconscious and imperceptible must be directed towards achieving such a noble goal for the vast majority of the uninitiated what they do
not perceive and which can not be touched or conceivable by them is not part of their world practically for them is something that does not exist yet it is precisely this inconceivable and
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unexpected part that when presented in their lives it assaults to him of surprise and of fatal way when a higher power manifests itself in the world it is only perceptible and
comprehensible in its totality to those who are on the same level the lower levels only perceive fractions and the lower ones have never been able to comprehend it and these which are
so are adapted so much to their material physical state that they disconnected completely forgot the grandiosity from which they came from the power of their microcosm and from
their sacred counterpart the macrocosm the initiate was already able to apply the law of polarity and thus obtain and fix his own reintegration with the flow of divine providence in this
world strengthening him with blessing and power making his life be watched over by superior and absolutely holy forces and now to consecrate his masters he needs to reintegrate with
the foundation of this power so deeply that they will become more than inseparable when he came into this world his being in the process of incarnation was turned away from the holy
powers forces and plans his vibrational state equaled to this time and finally to the material social and emotional environment then reborn yet his spirit in his state always imperative
and present directed him again by the experiences of his life and by the love of his heart to reintegrate and rise again reconnecting to the sacred plans forces and powers thus
extinguishing their pendencies with this world and allowing their ascension the first step in this sacred way has already been given in the last book with the true initiation and now its
kingdom must be re erected here in its fullness to obtain the master only from this conquest that can go forward and obtain sacred realization the universal fire establishing itself in the
magus as it was shown in the practices of the last book grants it abilities and powers that for many were unknown and sometimes unbelievable make use of its forces and carry on with
all its power we will still speak in the first part of this book how to stabilize and deepen still further in this force there is nothing in the world that can be compared to it this force and this
power is the foundation for your salvation and after the realization you can obtain with it the supreme most holy sacred sword and in obtaining this upper and crushing force his
horizons widened beyond the barriers of the mortal world and at this point he could open the way to his beloved brethren who still trapped the chains of the world follow in the midst of
great sufferings with unshakeable strength and will on the way of the great work when the time comes just as i am doing to you my holy brother lift your supreme most holy sacred
sword and walk the path for them for the initiate who has already built the pillars of the universal elements fire and air their resources will be expanded here so that they can safely
obtain the pillar of the universal water element this is the next step fire is strength and power air is wisdom and water is universal love from which blessing healing and infinite life is
born uniting human heart with divine heart micro and macro and the infinite power that is born from this state being in the now living consciously and unconsciously in the deepest
center of all powerful superior loving deeply and generating strength and being deeply loved thus generating courage by locating and accepting the love of the beings of the universe
accepting that there are forces and powers that through divine grace and its infinite power mercy and strength protect and bless you deeply recognizing and reconnecting with this
supreme power and feeling it fully by maintaining this power and this state of receptivity feel this active power deeply in your life present past and future conscious and unconscious
lucky success and well being alive permanent and real magnus sarmarx

Realization Into Hermetics Initiation And Masters Part 1, 2 And 3
2018-05-01

this little practice guide written by an experienced practitioner gives the student of the hermetics some supplemental insights into material that complements bardon s hermetic system
namely the qualitative mystical aspect of initiation into hermetics the student is given the opportunity to understand the qualitative meaning of the diverse exercises of bardon s
interpretation of the first tarot card

A Practice Guide
2014-11-07
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this volume contains three books of franz bardon 1 initiation into hermeticism 2 the practice of magical evocation 3 the true key to the quabbalah in reality magic is a sacred science it
is in the very true sense the sum of all knowledge because it teaches how to know and utilize the sovereign rules there is no difference between magic and mysticism or any other
conception of the name wherever authentic initiation is at stake one has to proceed on the same basis according to the same rules irrespective of the name given by this or that creed
considering the universal polarity rules of good and evil active and passive light and shadow each science can serve good as well as bad purposes let us take the example of a knife an
object that virtually ought to be used for cutting bread only which however can become a dangerous weapon in the hands of a murderer all depends on the character of the individual
this principle goes just as well for all the spheres of the occult sciences in my book i have chosen the term of magician for all of my disciples it being a symbol of the deepest initiation
and the highest wisdom

Initiation Into Hermetics
1962

expanded and updated second edition of rawn clark s practical commentaries on franz bardon s three books initiation into hermetics practice of magical evocation and key to the true
kabbalah includes a new more in depth commentary on iih fully indexed

Three Great Books on Magic
2020-12-06

hermetics is a term given to the ancient egyptian path of magic self development and self enlightenment in this volume the author focuses his attention on the practical training
necessary for all true magical attainment using the four elements of fire water air and earth he teaches the student how to master these forces in the three worlds of the body soul and
spirit and provides detailed training in the entire arcanum of magic teachings cover virtually all magical techniques from basic techniques in thought control meditation and imagination
to advanced teachings in astral travel spiritual healing clairvoyance seeing the aura and creation of talismans a complete spiritual path of attainment in one book learn to transform and
eliminate the negative characteristics of the personality master the hidden spiritual forces in nature virtually every magical technique covered in one volume

Frabato the Magician
2020-11-16

the franz bardon tradition stands out as a unique book containing the collected insights of several adepts who worked through one of the most rigorous and thorough magical training
systems known to humanity in its pages the reader can expect to find wisdom gained through years of experience walking the magical path presented in a readable and down to earth
format this book offers interviews from ten well known practitioners conducted over a five year period and collated by falcon books publishing discussions of subjects pertaining to franz
bardon s three books initiation into hermetics the practice of magical evocation and the key to the quabbalah information presented in a question and answer format and intended to
offer guidance on the steps that students often find the most challenging when working through initiation into hermetics this book is bound to be a valuable source of guidance and
inspiration for those who are walking the path to adepthood laid out by the renowned czech adept franz bardon by sharing the responses of experienced practitioners of magic to the
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most pressing questions asked by those striving for adepthood this book offers insights into the life training and work of modern day practitioners

A Bardon Companion
2010-10-11

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 the elements are the fundamental forces that make everything in the universe exist they are the
foundation of all things the sequence of the tattvas in accordance with the hindu system is as follows akasha tejas vayu apas and prithivi 2 the four coarser tattvas came forth from the
fifth tattva the akasha principle the akasha is the causal principle and as the fifth energy it is to be acknowledged as the quintessence 3 the first element to come out of the akasha is
tejas the principle of fire the fiery principle is active and latent in everything created in the entire universe from the smallest grain of sand to the highest that is visible 4 the element of
water unlike fire has entirely opposite attributes it is cold and contractive the magnetic fluid came forth from this element water as well as fire are active in all regions

Initiation Into Hermetics
2001

for the genuine spiritual seeker this book deals with the mystical side of the magical training most students do not know about this although it is most important for real and safe
progress i present a diversity of mystical topics for theory and practice to enrich and complete your bardon training mysticism deals with god with the divine nature with human
refinement to divine degrees and uniting with the divine spirit and all his virtues it is the crown of spiritual development and the real mystic is the highest ambassador of god

FRANZ BARDON
2008

for the genuine spiritual seeker this book provides the theory and practice of autohypnosis for the ten steps of iih with all abilities and qualities of the future magician further on it
contains very important and recommended additional hypnotic suggestions which accelerate progress dissolve bad karma and all kinds of blockades autohypnosis for bardon s iih table
of contents the nature of the subconsciousness the polarity of mind hypnotic suggestions for all exercises abilities and qualities clearing and healing of bad karma dissolving of
blockades conscious meeting of your spiritual guide psychic hygiene mastership meditation and much more

The Franz Bardon Tradition: Interviews with Experienced Practitioners
2021-10-25

only the genuine initiate of the hermetics truly knows what the first lesser arcanum means for the beginning adept s magical development until now the true symbolic meaning of this
card was passed down from master to the most gifted students this arcanum has been unknown outside the circles of initiation until present day franz bardon passed the knowledge of
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this arcanum to ernst quintscher the son of wilhelm quintscher this way there has been an unbroken disclosure of knowledge within the hermetic league once the student practices this
arcanum and the truths contained therein he or she can be certain to absolve the course of initiation into hermetics all the way to the crowning goal

Summary of Franz Bardon's Initiation Into Hermetics
2022-06-13T22:59:00Z

rawn clark s detailed and practical commentaries upon franz bardon s three books initiation into hermetics the practice of magical evocation and the key to the true kabbalah

Mystical Extra Training for Franz BardonÇs Initiation into Hermetics
2013-06-14

in reality magic is a sacred science it is in the very true sense the sum of all knowledge because it teaches how to know and utilize the sovereign rules there is no difference between
magic and mystic or any other conception of the name wherever authentic initiation is at stake one has to proceed on the same basis according to the same rules irrespective of the
name given by this or that creed considering the universal polarity rules of good and evil active and passive light and shadow each science can serve good as well as bad purposes let
us take the example of a knife an object that virtually ought to be used for cutting bread only which however can become a dangerous weapon in the hands of a murderer all depends
on the character of the individual this principle goes just as well for all the spheres of theoccult sciences in my book i have chosen the term of magician for all of my disciples it being a
symbol of the deepest initiation and the highest wisdom

Autohypnosis for Franz BardonÇs Initiation into Hermetics
2012-08-09

the path to the great work is unique in its direction but multiple in its strands hermeticism is to follow this path by obtaining the union of all powers and balancing them both in a passive
receptive and active aggressive manner the union of the elements and their absolute control over the protection of the law of manifestation of polarity is the realization of the scepter of
the power and the full consecration of the master in this art the human being in his conscious state supports only a tiny fraction of the cosmic consciousness thus making it impossible
for him alone to touch and unite with the higher powers only with the application of the law of polarity in its deepest strand is obtained so your success both your conscious and
perceptible as well as your unconscious and imperceptible must be directed towards achieving such a noble goal for the vast majority of the uninitiated what they do not perceive and
which can not be touched or conceivable by them is not part of their world practically for them is something that does not exist yet it is precisely this inconceivable and unexpected part
that when presented in their lives it assaults to him of surprise and of fatal way when a higher power manifests itself in the world it is only perceptible and comprehensible in its totality
to those who are on the same level the lower levels only perceive fractions and the lower ones have never been able to comprehend it and these which are so are adapted so much to
their material physical state that they disconnected completely forgot the grandiosity from which they came from the power of their microcosm and from their sacred counterpart the
macrocosm the initiate was already able to apply the law of polarity and thus obtain and fix his own reintegration with the flow of divine providence in this world strengthening him with
blessing and power making his life be watched over by superior and absolutely holy forces and now to consecrate his masters he needs to reintegrate with the foundation of this power
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so deeply that they will become more than inseparable when he came into this world his being in the process of incarnation was turned away from the holy powers forces and plans his
vibrational state equaled to this time and finally to the material social and emotional environment then reborn yet his spirit in his state always imperative and present directed him
again by the experiences of his life and by the love of his heart to reintegrate and rise again reconnecting to the sacred plans forces and powers thus extinguishing their pendencies
with this world and allowing their ascension the first step in this sacred way has already been given in the last book with the true initiation and now its kingdom must be re erected here
in its fullness to obtain the master only from this conquest that can go forward and obtain sacred realization magnus sarmarx

Memories of Franz Bardon
2004

the practice of magical evocation is the second volume in franz bardon s series on hermetic science and provides first hand information about angels demons sorcery necromancy and
pacts etc the practice of magical evocation has been newly translated from the original german version magical evocation contains detailed information about all aspects of magical
evocation hermetic magic veiled for centuries readers can gather information on all aspects of ritual magic as well as a step by step description as to how a true magician evokes
positive beings i e angel spirits from the beyond and from the planetary spheres of our solar system and the counterpart how a sorcerer and necromancer invokes negative beings i e
arch demons the reader will also learn about the significance of the magic circle the magic triangle the magic censer the magic mirror the magic lamp the magic wand the magic robe
and other magical aids as well as the proper instruction of ritual magic pacts between sorcerers and demons are explained as well as the preparation and loading of amulets and
talismans and the true significance of the book of formulas

Initiation Into Hermetics
2009-07

back door into hermetics is a groundbreaking work on hermetics and spiritual development and a spiritual successor to the late mystic franz bardon s magnum opus initiation into
hermetics this book contains a comprehensive description of the metaphysical principles necessary to attain liberation and freedom for one s spirit and details immediate steps that can
be taken in order to accelerate spiritual development by taking an approach to practicing spiritual exercises as a continuous stream of practice the reader can gain mastery at an
accelerated rate in the areas of personal development spiritual sensitivity equilibrium and self realization this monumental volume treats the subject of spiritual development with a
comprehensible depth that is too frequently absent from works of this nature while other books and teachers might lay the groundwork for taking the first step of the journey back door
into hermetics draws upon much coveted closed door insider s information in order to provide a map toward the ultimate destination

Franz Bardon
1998-01

for the genuine spiritual seeker this book deals with the question how you can prepare yourself in the best way for full success on the path to perfection the preliminary training guide is
derived from more than 16 years of spiritual practice in bardons system table of contents basic literature the right understanding of bardons teachings additional spiritual literature the
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right attitude mental clarity improvement of will intuition and divine guidance mental training soul balancing character refinement use of prayers gymnastics physical training balanced
diet tips on the path and much more

The 1st Lesser Arcanum
2014-05-06

the universal fire establishing itself in the magus as it was shown in the practices of the last book grants it abilities and powers that for many were unknown and sometimes
unbelievable make use of its forces and carry on with all its power we will still speak in the first part of this book how to stabilize and deepen still further in this force there is nothing in
the world that can be compared to it this force and this power is the foundation for your salvation and after the realization you can obtain with it the supreme most holy sacred sword
and in obtaining this upper and crushing force his horizons widened beyond the barriers of the mortal world and at this point he could open the way to his beloved brethren who still
trapped the chains of the world follow in the midst of great sufferings with unshakeable strength and will on the way of the great work when the time comes just as i am doing to you my
holy brother lift your supreme most holy sacred sword and walk the path for them magnus sarmarx

A Bardon Companion
2002-04-01

the books were assembled as i was asked by those who studied them and because their information is essential to the following thank you all for the evaluations the next book on the
water element is already being finalized the path to the great work is unique to you but multiplein its aspects hermeticism is to follow this path by getting the union of all powers and
balancing them both in passive receptive and aggressive active ways the union of the elements and their absolute control over the protection of the law of manifestation of polarity is
the realization of the scepter of the power and the full consecration of the master in this art reintegration with the forces powers and higher plans is necessary and the only way to this
realization in order to carry out the great work an unshakable determination is always necessary but if you continue to use the same techniques you will always have the same results
how much time do you still believe you have in this life to achieve what you set out to achieve using improved techniques in the right way and improving them more and more is what
will lead to the dreamed goal and we have no time to lose as the caibalion taught us the lips of wisdom are closed except to the ears of the understanding sobe prepared as here the
high powers of fire will be enlarged the ararite formula established and the built air pillar magnus sarmarx

Initiation Into Hermetics + Practice of Magical Evocation
2020-04-07

a guide to realizing your highest magical and spiritual potential provides initiatory wisdom and practices structured around the tree of life to maximize spiritual powers and creativity
presents strategies for self actualization drawn from transpersonal psychology spirituality gaia based religions the western hermetic tradition kabbalah and other mystical traditions
including the teachings of franz bardon offers practices for enhancing connection to one s higher self exploring dreamtime on the astral plane dissolving negativity and developing
mental clarity in initiation something happens to us we change some aspect of ourselves is transformed the result is that the various forces within us desires dreams motivations and
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inspirations are amplified deepened and redirected ultimately the goal is to become your own creation your better self the person you wish to be in this accessible guide to realizing
your highest magical and spiritual potential william mistele presents a wealth of practices and initiatory wisdom structured around the tree of life to help you develop the vast spiritual
world within drawing on hermetic teachings the kabbalah and the elemental magic of franz bardon he provides psychological skills to master dreams to explore and initiations to
experience his methods enhance sensory perception and deepen feelings of peace and oneness with the universe he shares practices for learning to talk to and gain the cooperation of
your subconscious techniques for dissolving negativity ways to create bliss and ecstasy at will and the means for enhancing a connection to one s higher self for each of the ten
sephiroth of the tree of life progressing from the sephirah connected to the physical world to those connected to the astral plane enlightenment and the higher self mistele explores
each sephirah s unique spiritual qualities and wisdom and offers challenges for the reader to accomplish and magical methods to unite oneself with the four elements of nature earth air
fire and water from within he shares profound psychological and spiritual experiences that can occur once you know a sephirah deeply and explains exactly how you can reproduce
these experiences for yourself offering initiatory practices to help you enact transformation at the core of your being he guides you to bring each sephirah to life via visualization and
dreams providing a roadmap to the spiritual world mistele empowers you to have more self understanding to be more successful and confident and to have the imagination and spiritual
freedom to transform into the person you wish to be

Realization Into Hermetics Masters Part 1
2018-02-11

unlock the transformative power of franz bardon s hermetic system franz bardon s system of hermetics is a powerful path of self transformation that uses visualization imagination and
the evocation of spiritual entities this book explores bardon s teachings through interviews with practitioners who share their experiences applying the techniques from bardon s three
main books initiation into hermetics teaches the use of imagination and visualization to manifest goals and access the power of the universe the practice of magical evocation provides
methods for ethically evoking and communicating with angels demons and other spiritual beings the key to the true quabbalah focuses on personal deity work to establish a solid
spiritual foundation you ll discover how these practices aid physical and emotional healing promote spiritual growth and enlightenment provide wisdom for radically changing one s life
for the better join us on a journey of self discovery as we unlock the secrets of magick through franz bardon s system deep wisdom from practitioners who apply bardon s principles in
their daily lives powerful techniques for personal transformation and advancement on the spiritual path if you want to harness the limitless power within using time tested hermetic
techniques then unlock the transformative secrets within franz bardon s system a path that can radically change your life from the inside out

Initiation Into Hermetics
1971

seila orienta wrote this description of the 5th tarot card according to the system of franz bardon this book portrays the front leaf or introductory portion of the practice of alchemy in
several steps without the encrypted mystifications of the old alchemists more in the line with franz bardon s style although to the theorist some of the writings contained in this book
may appear abstract and contradictory but the practitioner will find a wealth of knowledge within these pages the practitioner of the hermetic sciences is aware of the fact that without
astral equilibrium of one s character and the complete mastery of the four elements the successful practice of alchemy proves to be futile in alchemy the practitioner will work with the
different planes matrices and the electromagnetic fluid however the crowning achievement is the cultivation of the divine attributes such as omnipotence which is utilized in charging
the divine philosopher s stone
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The Practice of Magical Evocation
2001-12

this black soul mirror notebook is designed to assist those following the franz bardon system of hermetics in this book all negative vices and shortcomings are to be listed pertaining to
each element this allows the practitioner to see the balance of the elements at work in the personality and thus to investigate and explore aspects of their own nature in order to
achieve a balance of the four elements this notebook has been produced with special sections dedicated to each element they are listed in the following order earth water air and fire
each element is further divided into three sections to begin with the smallest qualities then medium and finally largest the notebook also contains a chart at the front and instructions
on how to use this chart to calculate your current division of the elements may all the qualities listed in this book grow into positive expressions of higher potential that benefit the
practitioner and the world at large

The Golden Book of Wisdom
2022-04-09

ray del sole is a real mystic who is initiated into all virtues of the macrocosmic deity from his comprehensive experiences of more than twenty years of training he offers a diversity of
teachings for a deeper understanding of the mystical side of franz bardon s book initiation into hermetics bardon assumes that the student of hermetic has already a mystical attitude
which means to love god to long for refinement and to wish to serve mankind only if the mystical attitude is given the studies of metaphysics the use of higher powers is safe and well
balanced so for the beginner there is more to consider than bardon discusses in his first book he gives only a few hints for his own students he has suggested to read the book of dr
lomer who wrote about mystical meditations and exercises the crown of mystical training is described in bardon s third book the key to the true quabbalah and only basic hints for
character balancing can be found in his first book so may this book serve the student of bardon with further explanations teachings and exercises for a safe journey on the holy path

Back Door Into Hermetics
2020-09-10

the mysticism of letters and numbers the true kabbalah is a universal teaching of great antiquity and depth throughout the ages adepts have achieved the highest levels of magical
attainment through the understanding of sound colour number and vibration as embodied in the kabbalah this third of franz bardon s remarkable texts is nothing less than a practical
guide to such attainment though intended as a working text for those who have completed the first two volumes initiation into hermetics and the practice of magical evocation this text
stands adequately on its own even for those without the requisite background in practical hermetics the reader will find it a fascinating intellectual journey through the mysticism of
tantric india tibet the hebrew kabbalah and more
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Preliminary Practice for Franz BardonÂ ́s Initiation Into Hermetics
2010-05-28

2022 coalition of visionary resources gold award details how to connect to water as a living presence and develop personal and spiritual connections with fish and other aquatic animals
explains how to embody the vibration of water in your energy field by integrating archetypes of water spirits and watery concepts such as empathy unconditional love eco
consciousness and stillness shares the author s personal experiences beginning at age 10 with astral mermaids water spirits and other magical creatures anyone can become a
mermaid to do so you must develop the vibration of water in your energy field and learn to perceive as mermaids do in this how to guide elyrria swann shares her personal experiences
beginning at age 10 with astral mermaids water spirits and other magical creatures and offers wisdom and practical lessons from the watery kingdom to reveal the path to becoming a
mermaid swann details how to connect to water as a living presence and awaken to its magic as she did as a child exploring how to develop mermaid energies she shows how to make
friends with fish and develop personal and spiritual connections with them and other aquatic animals including how to communicate through dreams meditations and visions she
explains how to embody the vibration of water in your energy field by integrating archetypes of water spirits and watery concepts such as empathy unconditional love eco
consciousness and stillness she explores how to develop relationships with astral allies like krakens gorgon medusas and selkies as well as protection techniques to use when making
contact with spiritual beings channeling the merfolk she has built personal relationships with swann sheds light on the inner workings of the mermaid realm offering insight into their
innermost thoughts states of being and how they live presenting a user s manual for incarnated merpeople the author shares the message of the mermaids to help unite the mermaid
and human worlds and protect our oceans as well as to help us develop emotionally evolve spiritually and ascend to higher vibrational dimensions

Initiation Into Hermetics
1981

the new hermetics is a powerful spiritual technology of the mind it is a course of study and practice that teaches the science of illumination and the ability to alter reality the ancient
egyptian form of hermetic philosophy was that the mind shapes reality the new hermetics extends that philosophy the universe is a great mind or consciousness and we are a part of
that consciousness therefore by learning to control the mind we learn to control our part of the universe with updated versions of the ancient rosicrucian brotherhood s 10 levels of
initiation combined with ancient and modern mind expanding techniques such as visualization and nlp neuro linguistic programming the new hermetics progressively gives initiates
power over their minds and world practicing these elements simultaneously makes it possible to undergo initiation into the mysteries of consciousness in a fraction of the time it was
ever before possible the course offered in the book lets practitioners master their minds in such a way that they will be able to achieve anything and everything they want in life
spiritually and physically the new hermetics offers 10 levels of instruction to control the mind and control reality level 1 the initiate teaches mastery over behavior and visualization in
the ether level 2 the zealot bestows mastery over emotions breathing and etheric energy level 3 the practitioner gives mastery over mind beliefs and the ability to project etheric
energy level 4 the philosopher masters creativity values and the ability to direct etheric energy level 5 the adept develops relationship with cosmic consciousness level 6 the advanced
adept offers the power to direct the forces of cosmic consciousness level 7 the perfect adept gives wisdom and the ability to share these forces with others level 8 the master bestows
mastery of cosmic consciousness level 9 the mage gains mastery of universal power level 10 the ultimate master obtains mastery over the universal self the new hermetics is a
powerful course of instruction that can help anyone master themselves to rule their world
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